ABSTRACT Scan chains increase the testability but decrease security. Attackers may use scan chains to launch attacks to obtain sensitive information, which poses serious security threats. The scan chain-based attacks contain two steps: 1) scan data obtaining, including mode switching obtaining method and test mode only obtaining method, and 2) scan data analysis, including data mapping analysis method and signature analysis method. To prevent these attacks, various secure scan designs have been proposed. These designs are summarized into two categories: scan chain modification and scan input/output restriction. This paper gives a survey of the scan chain-based attacks and countermeasures. The secure scan designs are summarized and compared from the aspects of security, testability, test time, and hardware overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
Testing is one of the most important steps in the Integrated Circuit (IC) manufacturing process to guarantee product quality. In order to facilitate testing, scan chain design is proposed and widely adopted. It connects selected storage elements to construct multiple shift registers [1] , which improves the controllability and the observability of the internal states of circuits. Scan chain design is currently the most popular structured Design-For-Test (DFT) technique. However, it also brings security threats just like the sword of Damocles, which can be maliciously used by attackers to steal information such as cipher key and IP, even to control the chip illegally. These attacks are called the scan chain based attacks.
Scan chain based attack consists of two phases: scan data obtaining, and scan data analysis. Two ways are leveraged by attackers to obtain the scan data: mode switching obtaining method [2] - [15] and test mode only obtaining method [17] - [23] . Their difference is that mode switching obtaining method needs to switch the chip from normal mode to test mode, and then shift out the scan data stored in the scan chain, but test mode only obtaining method does not require
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Songwen Pei. mode switching. Then, the scan data is analyzed by attackers to retrieve sensitive information. According to whether the mapping relation between scan cells and sensitive information is inferred during analysis, it can be classified into two categories: data mapping analysis method [6] - [15] and signature analysis method [40] . The former one infers the mapping relation while the latter one does not. Currently, various cryptographic chips implementing Data Encryption Standard (DES) [2] , Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [3] , RivestShamir-Adleman (RSA) [8] , Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [15] , NTRUEncrypt [5] , and Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) based stream ciphers [4] are surrendered under scan chain based attacks.
In order to deal with the threats posed by the scan chain based attacks. Numerous secure scan designs have been proposed. In general, two strategies are used in these designs to improve the security of the scan chain. The first is scan chain modification. The original scan chain path is modified to obfuscate the data stored in the scan chain. Although attackers can get access to the scan chain, the effective information cannot be obtained from the obfuscated data any more. Specifically, in this paper, eleven common secure scan designs using this strategy is introduced: Flipped Scan [24] , XOR Scan [25] , Double Feedback XOR Scan [26] , rXOR Scan [27] , VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ State Dependent Scan Flip-Flop [28] , [29] , Dynamically Obfuscated Scan [30] , [31] , Test Key Integrated Scan [32] - [35] , Sub-chains based Scan [36] - [39] , Static and Dynamic Obfuscation of Scan [40] , [41] , and Partial Secure Scan [42] , [43] . The second is scan input/output restriction. By restricting the access to the scan chain with certain authentication module, attacker can no longer use the scan chain correctly without authority. Three designs exploiting this strategy are introduced: Encryption based Scan [44] - [47] , Bias PUF based Scan [48] , and Secure Test Wrapper [50] .
In comparison with previous survey papers [52] - [54] , this paper has two main contributions. Firstly, from the perspective of scan chain based attacks, this paper introduces the two phases, scan data obtaining and scan data analysis respectively to detail the attack process. Secondly, from a defensive point of view, this paper fully compares existing secure scan chain designs from the aspects of security, testability, test time, and hardware overhead, which are summarized in one table.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes scan chain based attacks. Section III analyzes and summaries existing secure scan designs. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section IV.
II. ATTACKS
This section will review the scan chain based attack methods. So far, they have been mainly used to attack various cryptographic chips. The attackers try to use the scan chain to recover secret keys from the cryptographic chips implementing certain encryption algorithms. For these cryptographic chips, if the scan cells store intermediate encryption results, attackers can obtain the sensitive information by shifting out the content stored in the scan chain under test mode. Then, the secret key can be retrieved through the analysis of these intermediate encryption results. All the above attack methods are summarized in Table 1 . 
A. MODE SWITCHING OBTAINING & DATA MAPPING ANALYSIS
In this attack, the scan data is obtained by switching the cryptographic chip from normal mode to test mode. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1 , at first, the chip is reset and the plaintexts are inputted. Then the chip runs in normal mode for one clock cycle. In this way, the plaintexts inputted will be processed and the intermediate encryption result will be stored in the scan cells. Next, the chip is switched to test mode, and the intermediate encryption result is shifted out through the scan chain. This procedure is repeated by applying different plaintexts. In this way, enough scan data can be collected. Next, the scan data is analyzed to infer the mapping relation between scan cells and sensitive information. Once the mapping relation is speculated, the secret key can be recovered.
Earliest in 2004 [2] , this attack on DES cryptographic chip is conducted successfully, and the secret key stored in the chip is retrieved. This is the first scan chain based attack.
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The DES is a symmetric encryption algorithm developed by IBM in the 1970s. In DES, a 56-bit user key is used to encipher a 64-bit block of data into a 64-bit cipher text by permutation and substitution. The DES algorithm has a short key length of only 56 bits, so now is vulnerable to brute force attack. In addition to DES, the scan chain based attack is also applied to AES chip in [3] . AES is adopted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to replace existing DES as a standard for symmetric encryption. AES is also a block cipher algorithm with a block size of 128 bits, but has three different key lengths: AES-128, AES-192, and AES-256. With long enough key bits, it is computationally impossible to crack the AES algorithm by brute force attack. However, with the help of the scan chain, a cryptographic chip implementing the AES algorithm is also successfully cracked.
B. MODE SWITCHING OBTAINING & SIGNATURE ANALYSIS
The data mapping analysis method is based on the assumption that the scan chain only contains registers related to encryption module, and the mapping relation can be well inferred. Unfortunately, the assumption is not always realistic. In the real industrial environment, to reduce the test costs and achieve high fault converge, some advanced DFT structures are used such as multiple scan chains, response compactor, partial scan, X-masking, and X-tolerant. These advanced DFT structures are intrinsic countermeasures against data mapping analysis methods [10] . Therefore, to overcome such limitations, improved scan data analysis method, named signature analysis, is explored.
In [6] - [15] , the scan data is still obtained by mode switching, but the data analysis is based on scan signature. In this method, a simulator is introduced to simulate the encryption algorithm implemented in the target cryptographic chip. The simulator and the target cryptographic chip are inputted with the same plaintexts. They run under normal mode with a guessed key and the real secret key respectively. In this way, two data sets are obtained after repeatedly switching from the normal mode to the test mode under different plaintexts. In Figure 2 , each row of the data shown below the SFF represents the scan data to be shifted out of a plaintext. If N plaintexts are inputted, then N rows of corresponding scan data will be obtained. The scan signature means a particular 1-bit column scan data in the obtained N rows of scan data. Attackers do not need to infer the mapping relation between scan cells and sensitive information, but directly search the simulated scan signatures in the scan data of the target cryptographic chip. If all the simulated scan signatures can be found out, the guessed key is correct. Otherwise, a new guessed key will be applied. Such scan chain based attack using scan signature have been used to deal with DES chip [12] , [15] , AES chip [6] , [9] - [11] , [14] , [15] and RSA chip [8] , [13] , [15] even in the presence of advanced DFT structures. 
C. TEST MODE ONLY OBTAINING & DATA MAPPING ANALYSIS
Mode switching obtaining method has one obvious limitation. It assumes that the data stored in the scan cells is intact during the switch process. Hence, to resist such method, [16] proposes to reset the chip whenever the chip is switched from normal mode to test mode. In this way, attackers cannot retrieve intermediate results through the scan chain any more.
Therefore, attackers try to use test mode only for obtaining useful information [17] , [18] . Compared with mode switching data obtaining, test mode only obtaining method does not require the switching between normal mode and test mode. As shown in Figure 1 , the plaintext is shifted in through the scan chain, then the encryption process is performed by capture, and the encryption result is shifted out through the scan chain. Here, attackers need to infer the mapping relation between the data shifted in and the input of the encryption circuit. In this way, attackers can still obtain intermediate results and the data mapping analysis can be applied. Such scan chain based attack has been used to crack the chip implementing AES in [17] - [23] .
D. TEST MODE ONLY OBTAINING & SIGNATURE ANALYSIS
In [40] , the scan data is obtained by test mode only, and the data analysis is based on signature. Since the test mode only data obtaining method is used, the simulator used here is a little different from Section B, but the core idea is the same. The AES chip is cracked in [40] .
E. SUMMARY
For attackers, to launch a mode switch attack, the signals for controlling the test mode and the normal mode should be known in advance. If the switching from the normal mode to the test mode is not allowed, this method will fail. However, the test mode only method avoids this weakness without operation of mode switching. On the other hand, sometimes it is difficult for attackers to get the accurate data VOLUME 7, 2019 mapping relation. Reverse engineering may be helpful to solve this problem, but expensive equipment is required. On the contrary, the signature analysis method has less requirements.
III. COUNTERMEASURES
Scan chain based attacks have severe threats, which make many popular cryptosystems vulnerable. Hence, to defend against such attacks, various countermeasures have been proposed. These countermeasures have large differences in structural design and security level. Some countermeasures are simple in design, but may have limited defense capability, and cannot impede all existing attacks. Others have higher security level, but may face with problems such as excessive hardware overhead and reduced testability. In this section, these countermeasures are summarized, and two main strategies are applied in the listed countermeasures:
1) Modifying the design of the scan chain such as inserting inverters, XOR gates, or other obfuscation logics, dividing the original scan chain into sub-chains, replacing traditional Scan Flip-Flops (SFF) to prevent attackers from fully controlling or observing the scan data along scan chains.
2) Adding modules such as cipher module or mask module before the scan in port and after the scan out port. In this way, the attackers are prevented from inputting specific test data into the scan chain, and obtaining sensitive information by shifting out the intermediate encryption results stored in the scan chain.
Some countermeasures combine multiple strategies to improve security. In the following content, each countermeasure is described including its design structure, security analysis, testability, test time, and hardware cost. Since different works use different ways or technologies to evaluate their hardware costs, and the hardware costs of some designs depend on the designer-defined parameters, this survey only roughly compares their hardware costs. 
A. FLIPPED SCAN
To protect the sensitive information from being leaked, a flipped scan chain design is proposed in [24] . As shown in Figure 3 , a certain number of inverters are inserted between randomly selected scan cells, and only the designers know where the inverters are inserted. The working principle of this method is that the randomly inserted inverters in the scan path change the values of scan data, which makes it difficult for attackers to ascertain the intermediate results stored in the scan chain. Hence, without obtaining effective data, the scan chain based attack cannot be conducted.
However, it is proved in [25] that the positions of the inserted inverters can be determined easily by resetting all the flip-flops in the scan chain. Specifically, if the chip is reset, all the content in the scan cells is initialized to zero. Then, attackers obtain the scan out pattern by running the chip under test mode. The scan out pattern includes the series of 0 and 1 because of the reversion of the inverters. By analyzing the scan out pattern, the locations of the inserted inverters can be deduced. Once the locations of the inserted inverters are known, the obfuscation to the sensitive information does not work, so this design is no more secure.
For testability, since only inverters are inserted, scan cells can still obtain required logic values of test vectors, so it is not affected. The test time includes three parts: the time for entering test mode, the shift time for loading and unloading test vectors, and the time of capturing. Among them, the shifting time occupies mostly. If the number of test vectors is N , and the length of scan chain is L, the shift time of test vectors is (1 + N ) × L at least. Since no extra scan cells are added, and N and L are not changed, the test time is not affected. As for the hardware cost, the overhead depends on how many inverters are inserted. 
B. XOR SCAN
Instead of inserting inverters, a different scan design named XOR scan is proposed in [25] . It is based on the insertion of XOR gates at the random point of the scan chain. Figure 4 shows an example of XOR scan design. One of the inputs to the XOR gate comes from the upstream scan cell, while the other comes from the downstream scan cell. If the positions of the XOR gates are unknown to the attackers, then it is hard for attackers to obtain effective data for analysis. However, similar as the flipped scan chain design, it is shown in [26] that such a countermeasure is still vulnerable. The adversary is able to determine the number and positions of the XOR gates in the scan chain. Reference [26] attempts to overcome this weakness. An improved scan design based on XOR scan is proposed, which is called Double Feedback XOR scan shown in Figure 5 . This design is very similar to the previous XOR scan, except that the output of two downstream flip-flops are fed back to the XOR gate instead of one. Unfortunately, it still fails. The work in [27] found a way to deduce the locations of inserted XOR gate in the double feedback XOR scan design.
Later, [27] proposes a novel countermeasure based on randomization of XOR gates named rXOR scan shown in Figure 6 . In this design, a multiplexer is inserted at the end of every Double Feedback XOR gate, which can select the input from the upstream flip-flop or from Double Feedback XOR gate. Besides, a Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) is introduced to generate selection signals of the multiplexers. The introduction of multiplexer and PUF improve the randomness and security of this design. Currently, no published works claim to crack this design.
In XOR scan design, the inserted XOR gates do not stop scan cells from obtaining required logic values of test vectors, so the testability is not affected. Meanwhile, the number of test vectors and the length of scan chain are not changed, so the test time is not affected either. As for the hardware cost, compared with the flipped scan chain, the hardware overhead of XOR scan, Double Feedback XOR scan, and rXOR scan are larger since the XOR gates are larger than the inverters, and multiplexers and PUF are added in some designs
C. STATE DEPENDENT SCAN FLIP-FLOP BASED SCAN
Instead of inserting inverters or XOR gates into the scan chain, [28] , [29] proposes the State Dependent Scan Flip-Flop (SDSFF) to replace traditional SFF in the scan chain. As shown in Figure 7 , in SDSFF, an XOR gate and a latch are integrated into the traditional SFF. The latch is used to memorize the past value of the SFF, and XOR with the data in the previous SFF before being shifted to the next SFF. According to the load signal, the value in the latch can be updated time by time. The output of a SDSFF can be switched from the current value of the SFF to its historical value. Hence, the scanned data is changed dynamically. In this way, the attackers are blocked from retrieving sensitive data from the scan chain.
To attack this SDSFF-based design, attackers have to know the number of SDSFFs, the positions of SDSFFs, and how the data in the latch changes by time. These all increase the difficulty of attackers. Hence, no published works claim to crack this design.
In this design, to use the scan chain, complex test data adaption is required to make scan cells obtain right test vectors. The fault coverage may be compromised [40] , [41] . On the other hand, the length of scan chain is not changed. If the number of test vectors is not changed either, then test time is not affected. As for the hardware cost, compared with the XOR scan, the hardware overhead of SDSFF is larger since latches are added.
D. DYNAMICALLY OBFUSCATED SCAN
A Dynamically Obfuscated Scan (DOS) design is proposed in [30] and [31] . It obfuscates the scan data in the scan chain by inserted XOR gates dynamically selected by an obfuscation key. As shown in Figure 8 , this secure scan design is composed of four parts: a control unit, a LFSR, a shadow chain, and scan chains with XOR gates. The control unit is used to generate signals that load control vector from the non-volatile memory in the secure zone, and determine the update frequency of obfuscation key. The input of the LFSR comes from the seed provided by the Control Vector. Then, the LFSR generates the obfuscation key, which is used to scramble the scan data. The shadow chain is used to protect the obfuscation key from being leaked, and propagate the obfuscation key to select correspond XOR gates. In this way, the scan data in the scan chain is dynamically obfuscated by the obfuscation key, which make it infeasible for attackers to get effective information.
Due to dynamic obfuscation to scan data, this design is robust against existing scan chain based attacks. Meanwhile, with protection to the obfuscation key, the risk of leaking obfuscation key is also eliminated. This design is similar to the XOR scan except that the XOR operations are controlled by the obfuscation key. Hence, the testability and the test time are not affected, but the hardware overhead is much larger than above designs. In above designs, only some inverters, XOR gates, multiplexers, or latches are inserted into the scan chain, but here a shadow chain is added with corresponding controllers.
E. TEST KEY INTEGRATED SCAN
In [32] and [33] , a secure scan design based on integrating a test key into test vectors is proposed. The test key is verified by a checking circuit. If the test key in the test vectors VOLUME 7, 2019 is right, correct response will be scanned out. Otherwise, unpredictable responses will be scanned out, which makes the analysis of scan data infeasible.
FIGURE 9. Test key integrated scan.
As shown in Figure 9 , this design composes of three components: scan chain inserted with dummy flip-flops, Key Checking Logic Module (KCL), and Random Bit Generator (RBG). The dummy flip-flops are used as test key register, and each dummy flip-flop is similar to the scan flip-flop except that they have no connection with the combinational circuits. The number of dummy flip-flops is decided by the size of the test key. The KCL is used to check whether the test key stored in the dummy flip-flops is right. If the test key fails to be checked by KCL, the RBG will play a role in making the scan chain output unpredictable. The similar idea is also used in [34] and [35] . Only if a specific sequence of test keys is scanned in, the response can be scanned out correctly.
In this design, the security is ensured by the test key integrated in the test vector. Without right test key, the unauthorized user can only get random responses. However, though the testability is not affected, the test time is increased. For each test vector, the test key is integrated, so the test data volume and the shift time are increased. As for the hardware overhead, it depends on the length of the test key. Generally, its hardware overhead should be less than the dynamically obfuscated scan because it only adds several dummy flipflops along the scan chain instead of adding a whole shadow chain; its hardware overhead should be also larger than the XOR scan since KCL and RBG are added for control.
F. SUB-CHAINS BASED SCAN
In order to defend against scan chain based attacks, some secure scan designs based on dividing the scan chain into several sub-chains are proposed. Then, by obfuscating the scan order of these sub-chains, the sensitive information is protected from being retrieved.
In [36] and [37] , the Lock & Key scan design is proposed. As shown in Figure 10 , in the design, the original scan chain is divided into multiple smaller sub-chains with equal length. Then, a Test Security Controller (TSC) is introduced to control the work sequence of the sub-chains. The TSC works in two modes: secure mode or insecure mode, which is decided by the authority of the user. The TSC consists of four parts: a test key comparator, a Finite State Machine (FSM), a LFSR, and a one-hot decoder. The test key comparator is used to determine whether the user inputs the correct key. Without the correct key, the FSM will set the TSC into insecure mode. The decoder transforms the output of LFSR into a one-hot code, which enables one sub-chain to work at a time. Only when the TSC is under secure mode, can these sub-chains work in the correct order. Otherwise, the work order is unpredictable. Similarly, in [38] and [39] , a Random Order Scan (ROS) design is proposed. The scan chain is also divided into subchains, and the connection order of these sub-chains can be dynamically changed.
Although the original scan chain is divided into sub-chains in this design, the scan cells can still get required logic values of test vectors, and the total scan chain length is not increased. Hence, the testability and the test time are not impacted. However, [42] has proven that designs by obfuscating scan chain order cannot provide sufficient security as predicted. As long as complete scan chain states are obtained, this design may be cracked by attackers. As for the hardware cost, though we do not have the specific implementation of the TSC, according to its content, we consider its hardware cost is similar to that of test key integrated scan.
G. STATIC AND DYNAMIC OBFUSCATION OF SCAN DATA
In [40] and [41] , secure design based on static and dynamic obfuscation of scan data is proposed. Different from other designs, the obfuscation is achieved by changing the mode of some selected scan cells in the scan chain. As shown in Figure 11 , the secure scan design named Static Obfuscation of Scan Data (SOSD) is presented. this design consists of a controller and a Shift Register (SR). The SR is used to control the selected scan cells from the scan chain. The working principle is that only when the SR is configured with the right key, can the selected scan cells work normally under test mode. Otherwise, the selected scan cells will fetch the status of CUT (Circuit Under Test) to shift in the scan chain, which makes it difficult for attacker to get sensitive information from the obfuscated scan data.
Although the design of SOSD improves the security of the scan chain, it may still suffer from test mode only based signature attack. This is because once the scan cells are selected, the design will not change again, i.e. it is static. So, attackers may still use signature analysis method to crack it. Hence, on the basis of SOSD design, an improved secure design named Dynamic Obfuscation of Scan Data (DOSD) is proposed in the same paper. DOSD dynamically changes the selected scan cells, which increases the attack difficulty enormously.
Compared with SOSD, DOSD design is secure enough against existing attacks, and no newly attacks have been proposed to crack this design so far. Although some scan cells are controlled by the shift register, they can work the same as original ones if correct key is inputted. Hence, the testability is still preserved, and the test time is not increased. As for the hardware cost, the DOSD costs more than SOSD to achieve dynamic property. Though we do not have the specific implementation of the DOSD, according to how it works, we consider its hardware cost is similar or no more than that of sub-chains based scan.
H. PARTIAL SECURE SCAN
In [43] , secure scan design based on the partial scan is used to prevent scan chain based attacks. The main idea is to remove the scan flip-flops storing sensitive information from the full scan chain. In this way, the attackers are unable to get access to such sensitive information. However, this design also limits test engineers from controlling and observing the internal states of the circuits, which reduces the testability. To deal with this challenge, a novel secure partial scan design is introduced in [44] . As shown in Figure 12 , the design consists of four major components. The partial scan chain contains scan flip-flops which do not contain sensitive information. The un-chained flip-flops removed from the scan chain store sensitive information. They are connected to the CUT but not to the SI/SO ports. To ensure the controllability of the un-chained scan flip-flops, extra combinational logic, a FSM, is introduced to set their values.
The LFSR stores a backup copy of the removed scan flipflops to ensure the observability of these flip-flops. Meanwhile, the output of the LFSR is XORed with the partial scan chain output. Without knowing the state of the FSM and the configuration of the LFSR, attackers cannot control and observe the value in the un-chained flip-flops. Consequently, the scan chain based attacks will fail.
In conclusion, by removing scan cells storing sensitive information, the partial scan design can effectively prevent scan chain based attacks. At the same time, the full testability is maintained by ensuring the controllability and observability to the circuit. Moreover, with shorter scan chain length, the test time is decreased. However, to achieve these benefits, the hardware overhead is large.
I. ENCRYPTION BASED SCAN
In [45] - [48] , a novel secure scan design based on scan data encryption is proposed. The working principle of this design is to use scan data encrypted by a lightweight block cipher for test so that only trusted users with right secret key can control and observe the data shifting along the scan chain.
As shown in Figure 13 , in the design, an input cipher and an output cipher are added to the input end and output end of the original scan chain respectively. The input scan cipher is used to decrypt test data, while the output scan cipher is used to encrypt scan response. At first, the encrypted test pattern is inputted through the input cipher module for decryption. Then, the decrypted test pattern is shifted into the original scan chain. At last, through the output cipher, the encrypted test response is shifted out. The test data is encrypted and decrypted with the same secret key provided by the Secret Key Management Unit (SKMU) embedded in the circuit. In this way, without the right secret key, attackers cannot input specific test patterns and obtain true test response. Hence, sensitive information cannot get from the encrypted test response for analysis. Consequently, scan chain based attacks cannot be conducted successfully.
With scan data encryption, this design can prevent attacks conducted by unauthorized users. With the correct secret key, test vectors can be shifted into scan cells without any loss of testability. However, the test time is increased because of the process of scan data decryption and encryption. The hardware cost depends on what decryption and encryption circuits are used. It may not less than that of partial secure scan.
J. BIAS PUF BASED SCAN
In [49] , a Bias PUF based secure scan design is proposed. The main idea of this design is to mask input and output data of the scan chain when unauthorized user uses it. As shown in Figure 14 , two mask modules are added at the input and output port of the scan chain respectively. Then, a Bias PUF module is introduced to control these two mask modules.
Different from the traditional PUF which produces response bit 0 and 1 in similar probability, the Bias PUF VOLUME 7, 2019 can only generate response bit 1 (or 0) in rare challenges. Specifically, the Bias PUF proposed in [48] is based on the arbiter PUF. The arbiter PUF produces a response bit by comparing the delays of two paths controlled by challenge bits. By adding a buffer in one path of the arbiter PUF, the delay of the path is increased. In this way, the responses of the new PUF tend to be 0 (or 1) under most challenges. Hence, only a few challenges can produce response bit 1 (or 0). Then, these special challenges are used as secret keys to authorized users. The response of this Bias PUF is used as control signal to determine whether the mask modules work or not.
The mask modules are used to protect the input and output data of the scan chain. To use the scan chain, users have to input the secret key. Then, the Bias PUF verifies the correctness of the secret key. If the secret key is right, the control signal generated by the Bias PUF will disable the mask modules under test mode. Otherwise, the mask modules will make the data shifted in and out through the scan chain to be all zero, which make it impossible for attackers to input special test patterns and extract effective information. So, the security of this design is ensured.
For this design, except the added I/O mask modules, the original scan chain is not changed at all. Once the authentication is passed, the scan chain works just as before. Hence, the testability is not influenced. The authentication only executes once, not for every test vector, so this design has negligible effect on test time. In addition, PUF, as a lightweight authentication circuit, normally has less hardware cost than encryption/decryption circuits.
K. SECURE TEST WRAPPER BASED SCAN
IEEE 1500 test wrapper is a standard architecture for enabling test reuse and integration for embedded cores and associated circuitry [50] . Reference [51] proposes a Secure Test Wrapper (STW) on the basis of original IEEE 1500 test wrapper. As illustrated in Figure 15 , the main idea of this design is to protect the input and output of the scan chains by adding series of AND gates. An unlock signal is used to control these AND gates. The unlock signal is generated by the STW controller, which is used to compare the input from the user with the golden key (Secure Test Wrapper Key, STWK) generated by a LFSR. The LFSR reuses the same flip-flops of wrapper boundary scan cells to reduce hardware cost. If the input matches the STWK, the wrapper enters the unlock state. Otherwise, the wrapper is locked. In this way, the sensitive information in the scan chains is protected.
The testability and the test time are not affected if the right key is input. The hardware cost is less than the Bias PUF based scan since the secure test wrapper compares the input key with the golden key directly to determine the lock or unlock state.
L. SUMMARY
All the above secure scan designs are summarized in Table 2 . In terms of security, simply inserting inverters or XOR gate in the scan path [24] - [26] without other dynamic protection units cannot provide enough security. Sub-chains based scan and SOSD based scan have also been proven insecure [41] - [43] . Among the rest of designs, the testability of the SDSFF based scan and the test time of the test key integrated scan and the encryption based scan are compromised. Finally, we find that the rXOR scan, the Bias PUF based scan, and the secure test wrapper based scan may have less hardware overhead than the DOS, the DOSD based scan, and the partial secure scan.
Among these three designs, the secure test wrapper based scan stores the secret key in the NVM, while other two designs leverage the PUF. In comparison with the NVM, the PUF leverages the process variation to generate inherent secret keys and can resist physical invasion attack, so provides higher security. The rXOR scan leverages the strong PUF with many CRPs to protect the data. The potential threat is that the strong PUF is vulnerable to machine learning attacks. Attackers may analyze the scan data to crack the PUF. The Bias PUF based scan proposes a new kind of PUF, whose responses are Bias to 0 or 1. Since machine learning attacks need to collect an effective training set, which contains both challenges with the response 0 and 1, the Bias PUF is naturally resistant to machine learning attacks.
In future works, there are several considerations. First, the security of above countermeasures is only analyzed toward existing attacks so far. Other attacks based on side channel, photon analysis, and so on may also need consideration. Second, the influence to test quality should be further assessed. Currently, only stuck at fault or transition fault is considered. The modification to scan chains may reduce the defect coverage of real chips, especially when scan compaction exists. Third, accroding to above analysis, Bias PUF based scan has certain advantages compared to other designs. However, its reliability may affect authentication, which needs further study.
IV. CONCLUSION
Because of the conflict between test and security, the attacks and defenses toward scan chain get more attention. This paper summarizes scan chain based attacks and countermeasures. The attack methods are classified respectively for the two steps of attack: scan data obtaining and scan data analysis. A full comparison of fourteen secure scan designs are presented in terms of security, testability, test time, and hardware overhead. VOLUME 7, 2019 
